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Hubble Deep Field above 
courtesy R. Williams (STScI), 
the Hubble Deep Field Team 
and NASA. 
Moon photos below courtesy 
David Haworth 

Deadline for submission of articles, ads, and photos for the Gazette is the 20th of each month. 

First Quarter Moon 
December 18, 8:40 AM. PST 

Full Moon 
December 26, 7:07 AM. PST 

Last Quarter Moon 
December  4, 4:54 PM. PST 

New Moon 
December 11, 5:28 PM PST 

RCA General Meeting 
Monday, December 20th, 6:30pm 

Holiday Potluck and Open Microphone Night 
In keeping with annual tradition, the December meeting of the Rose City Astronomers 
will be a holiday buffet and social gathering for all family members in the OMSI Cafe-
teria. 

For entertainment, we're offering an RCA talent show.  If you can sing, dance, recite 
poetry, tell a story, do a skit, twirl a baton, tap dance, crack jokes, or anything else even 
potentially entertaining, email Matt Brewster at <m_brewster@juno.com> or call Mar-
garet McCrea at 503-232-7636 to sign on.  We'll have a microphone and maybe an MC.  
Potential prizes if we get it together (awarded by acclamation).  Extra points for astro-
nomical themes.  We're aiming for a Big Bang-up night - - call or email to join the fun. 

Save time to shop at the RCA Sales Table for your favorite astronomy gifts. 

Each member is asked to bring a dish to serve 10-12 people. 

If your last name begins with . . . 

Please bring: 

A to L:  Main Dishes 

M to R:  Appetizers/Side Dishes 

S to Z:  Desserts 

Plates, silverware and beverages/ice will be supplied by the club. Just bring your dish 
(and a serving utensil) and enjoy the holiday spirit of the RCA membership. 

The Swap Meet will be back by popular demand. There will be ample empty tables 
around the room for everyone who is interested in displaying items for the Swap Meet. 
There will be excellent holiday deals! 

If you have taken any astronomy pictures this year and want to share them, this is your 
ideal opportunity. Members also bring their latest in new “astro stuff.” If you have a fun 
gadget/item/tool please bring it! 
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At the end of 2004, there are 
four new members on the RCA 
board:  Patton  Echols, Ken 
Hose, Jeff Sponaugle, and Greg 
Rohde.  Plus, we have Carol  
Huston willing to step in as 

President at this time.  And our long-time  (but low key) quest 
for an observing site has finally found a committed  manager in 
David Nemo, who is willing to follow through on the project,  given sufficient commitment 
from RCA members.  This is a very good state of  affairs for a volunteer run organization, and 
hopefully those volunteers  will find the job rewarding.  There is definitely positive feedback 
from  running RCA, partly from appreciative people, but more from being involved in, & at the 
focus of an activity like amateur astronomy.  We hear from  other groups, and from NASA, and 
from far-flung individuals who are  involved in astronomy.  Portland area groups & persons 
make themselves  known to us.  Even the IRS and the state of Oregon let us know they  ex-
ist.....though for different reasons.  Whatever aspect of amateur  astronomy is of interest to you, 
there are others who share that interest,  and it is very useful & rewarding to be in contact with 
them. 
Peter 

    President’s 
Message 

 

By 
Peter Abrahams 

December 2004 

 

RCA  
MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS 

 
One of the benefits of RCA Membership 
is reduced rate subscriptions to Sky & 
Telescope and Astronomy magazines. 
Sky & Telescope Magazine is $32.95 for 
one year. Astronomy magazine is $29 
for one year or $55 for two years.  For 
more information go to the RCA web 
site and click on: 
http://www.rca-omsi.org/siteindex.htm 
Then click on any of the magazine links. 
Margaret McCrea, Subscription 
Coordinator, will be taking renewals and 
new subscriptions at the Magazine Table 
before General Meetings. Please Note: 
Allow two months for your subscription 
to be renewed. 
 
Sky & Telescope Store Discount 
 
RCA members who subscribe to Sky & 
Telescope are entitled to a 10% discount 
at the Sky & Telescope online store at: 
http://skyandtelescope.com/shopsky 
To get your discount, enter Rose City 
Astronomers when prompted for your 
club name during checkout at the Sky & 
Telescope online store. 

Club Officers 
President Carol Huston (503) 629-8809 StarsCarol@comcast.net 

Past President Peter Abrahams (503) 699-1056 telscope@europa.com 

VP Members Ken Hose (503) 591-5585 khose@comcast.net 

VP Observing Matt Vartanian (503) 244-5023 matt@vartanian.net  

VP Community Affairs Jeff Sponaugle (503) 590-5522 jsponaugle@kryptiq.com 

VP, Communications Matt Brewster (503) 740-2329 m_brewster@juno.com  

Treasurer Ginny Pitts (360) 737-0569 vepitts@comcast.net 

Secretary Ken Cone  (503) 292-0920 kcone@hevanet.com  

Sales Director Sameer Ruiwale (503) 681-0100 sameer_ruiwale@hotmail.com 

Newsletter Editor Larry Deal (503) 708-4180 gazette_ed@comcast.net 

New Member Advisor Jim Reilly   

Web Master Dareth Murray (503) 957-4499 darethlee@comcast.net  

Alcor, Historian Dale Fenske (503) 256-1840 fenskedf@juno.com 

Library Director Jan Keiski (503) 539-4566 jikeiski@comcast.net 

Telescope Director Greg Rohde (503) 629-5475 gfrohde2000@yahoo.com 

Media Director Patton Echols (503) 936-4270 mpecho@rdrop.com 

IDA Liaison Bob McGown (503) 244-0078 bobmcgown@comcast.net 

OSP Liaison Dareth Murray (503) 957-4499 darethlee@comcast.net  

Camp Hancock Liaison Glenn Graham (503) 579-1141 the.grahams@verizon.net 

Subscription Director Margaret McCrea  (503) 232-7636 mmcrea@nwlink.com 

SIG Director Matt Brewster (503) 740-2329 m_brewster@juno.com 

Youth Programs Director Jenny Forrester (503) 504-8070 jenny@theforrest.org 
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Open an old astronomy textbook.  The basic sketch you'll find 
there of galaxy formation is fairly simple: a vast cloud of dif-
fuse hydrogen and helium gas condenses under gravity, and 
dense spots in the cloud collapse to form stars. Voila! A gal-
axy. 

But real galaxies are much more complex than that. A galaxy is 
a swirling "soup" of billions of stars and roaming black holes, 
scattered clouds of gas and dust, random flashes of star birth 
and exploding supernovas, and an unseen and mysterious sub-
stance called "dark matter." Over time, all these ingredients 
mix and interact—pulling and compressing and colliding—and 
somehow that interplay leads to the galaxies we see today. No 
wonder it's such a hard problem to solve! 

Just over one year into its three year mission, GALEX is al-
ready shedding some new light on the problem. 

"Some of the discoveries GALEX has made will change our 
understanding of how galaxies develop and when, where, and 
why stars form in galaxies," says Peter Friedman, a researcher 
at Caltech and Project Scientist for GALEX. 

This small space telescope, called the Galaxy Evolution Ex-
plorer (GALEX for short), makes its discoveries by taking pic-
tures of millions of galaxies scattered over the whole sky. 
Some of these galaxies are close by (at least by astronomical 

standards of "close"), while others are as much as 10 billion 
light-years away. Because light takes time to travel through 
space, we see these distant galaxies as they appeared billions of 
years ago. Comparing young galaxies from the distant past 
with older, modern galaxies will teach scientists about how 
galaxies change over time. 

Looking at these pictures, scientists were surprised to find 
many newborn stars in the outer parts of old, mature galaxies. 
Scientists had assumed that as a galaxy ages, the clouds of gas 
needed to form new stars in these outer reaches either got used 
up or blown away. Finding so many new stars in these regions 
of old galaxies (such as Centaurus A, Messier 101, and Messier 
81) shows that, apparently, they were wrong. 

Friedman says that astronomers don't know yet how to explain 
these new findings. Rethinking and improving theories to ex-
plain unexpected discoveries has always been the way science 
makes progress—and GALEX is certainly making progress. 

One thing is certain: It's time to re-write some old textbooks. 

For more information, see http://www.galex.caltech.edu/ .  
Kids can do a galaxy art project and learn more about galaxies 
and GALEX at  
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/en/kids/galex/art.shtml . 

M81 is 10 million light years away.  The image on the left was made from GALEX 
data and shows UV light from hot, new stars.  These star forming regions are not de-
tectable in the visible light image on the right (McGraw-Hill Observatory, Kitt Peak, 
Arizona, Greg Bothum, Univ. of Oregon.)  

Galactic Surprise 
by Patrick L. Barry and Dr. Tony Phillips 
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THE OBSERVER’S CORNER Howard Banich 

I’ve always been fascinated by 
the nature of reality. 
Particle physics – or at least 
my rudimentary understanding 
of the general theory – was 
what I was taught in school 
and seemed to be well on its 

way toward describing the subatomic realm of reality. 
Way over on the other side of the size scale, Einstein’s 
theories of Relativity seemed to explain the physical 
world on very large scales. From time to time I’ve read 
magazine articles about how the mathematics of particle 
physics and relativity don’t mesh at all when they’re 
both used to explain black holes or the big bang. Since 
they both describe reality quite well in their own realms, 
why don’t they work together better than they do? 
Physicist Brian Greene attempts to explain why, and of-
fers lucid explanations of the latest advances in theoreti-
cal physics that seek to meld the physics of the very 
small with the very large. This work may ultimately re-
sult in the much anticipated Theory Of Everything. 
Before going any further into this review I want to be 
clear that I do not have a deep understanding of the new 
or old theories presented here, but even so find the broad 
brush strokes of this work to be incredibly interesting. 
Although this is not a technical book, it’s not an easy 
read either simply because it will challenge you to think. 
Written by Brian Greene, a trained physicist who has 
done serious theoretical work in this field, this book 
comes across almost as a travel guide because it takes a 
large overview, and adds specifics when they add to the 
narrative. He has previously written the excellent The 
Elegant Universe, which covers much of the same terri-
tory as this book, but The Fabric Of The Cosmos is the 
more up to date book, and one I think would be most 
appreciated by those primarily interested in astronomy 
and cosmology. 
Mr. Greene writing style is accessible, engaging and 
well paced, and his explanations make use of easy to 
understand and contemporary analogies. For those inter-
ested in a bit more depth, he has an extensive notes sec-
tion (141 pages worth!) and a handy glossary. There are 

a good number of illustrations that are quite well done, 
but the size of the hardcover book renders them a bit on 
the small side. Even though small, they are often key in 
appreciating the points he’s trying to make. 
The main thrust of the book is to explain how Super 
String Theory, when expanded into the larger framework 
of the presently incomplete M-Theory, just might be-
come the Theory of Everything. An ambitious goal to be 
sure, but at least in my case I’ve come away with a feel-
ing of amazement and awe at what physicists seem to be 
on the verge of accomplishing with this work. 
Super String Theory mathematically combines a theory 
of gravity with the other subatomic forces of the weak 
and the strong nuclear forces with the forces of electro-
magnetism we more familiar with in our everyday lives.  
M-Theory goes further by combining the different ver-
sions of Super String Theory into one, all of which just 
might be able to explain our universe from the smallest 
quantum fluctuation to the origin, evolution and struc-
ture of the universe. 
In chapter 11, “Quanta in the Sky with Diamonds”, 
Greens explains how the theory of inflation - which 
seeks to explain how space-time underwent a very short 
but enormously powerful and unimaginably fast burst of 
growth right after the Big Bang, and quantum mechan-
ics,  a theory of the very small - are intimately con-
nected. He writes: 
“According to inflation, the more than 100 billion galax-
ies, sparkling throughout space like heavenly diamonds, 
are nothing but quantum mechanics writ large across the 
sky. To me, this is one of the greatest wonders of the 
modern scientific age.” 
Read Brian Greene’s The Fabric of the Cosmos for your-
self to find out how this might be so, and savor the ex-
quisite turn of human intelligence that has brought our 
knowledge so far. The final paragraph of the book brings 
full circle how astronomy can ultimately, and poetically, 
lead to a more fully realized and interconnected under-
standing of the deep physical laws of our universe. 
I can guarantee that you won’t look at the night sky in 
quite the same way after reading this book. 

The Fabric Of The Cosmos  
Space, Time and The Texture Of Reality 
Brian Greene 
(Knopf, Random House, Inc. 2004) 
536 pages, ISBN0-375-41288-3. $28.95 
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Rose City Astronomers ‘Downtowner's’ Lunch 
Join us on the first Friday of each month for lunch at the Great China Seafood restaurant 
(Holidays and such may push us to the second Friday of some months, check the calendar at 
http://www.rca-omsi.org). 
Cost is $6.50 for all-you-can-eat Chinese Buffet Lunch. 
Great China Seafood restaurant 
334 N.W. Davis, Upstairs on the 2nd floor 
Great conversation and buffet lunch. 
For more information contact: Margaret McCrea at mmcrea@nwlink.com 

Observing Site Committee 
To lead and coordinate efforts of the Rose City Astronomers (RCA) in securing and managing a variety 
of observing sites for private use by members, and for community outreach and special events organized 
by the RCA. 
Next Meeting: Monday, December 13—7:30 PM 
Raleigh Hills McMenamins 
4495 S.W. Scholls Ferry Rd. 
 
Please Check http://nemoworld.com/RCA/sitehome.htm to confirm and for more information. 
Or Contact: David Nemo <david6366@msn.com> 

Comic provided free of charge by www.astronerds.com. 

Full thickness 12 inch Pyrex mirror 
blank (Willman-Bell) 
Abrasives, Polishing Compound and 
Pitch for grinding and polishing mir-
ror as follows: 
• #60, #80, #120, #220, #320 and 

#500 Silicon Carbide Grit 
• 12 and 5 micron aluminum oxide lapping power 

Some Red Rouge 
• Pitch 
• Micro-Facet Netting 
Items for making the mirror grinding tool, including: 
• Cera-Hex-Tol - hexagonal optical grade ceramic 

tiles 
• 25 lb box of Rapid Set Cement All 
• 3 ea. boxes of Super Mend 2 Part - 15 minute – 

Epoxy 
Instructions for grinding a mirror, including: 
• Grinding Your Own Mirror (20 page guide) 
• Willmann-Bells “Mirror Making Secrets to Suc-

cess” 
• How To Make A Telescope by Jean Texereau 
• A Guide To Build Truss Tube Telescopes by 

Randy Cunningham 
Selling all for $200 
Call 503-657-4369 (leave message), or email: 
gene.schaffer@comcast.net 
If interested, please let me know and I will bring to 
the December RCA meeting December 20th. 
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Present: 
Peter Abrahams, Dale Fenske, Carol Huston, Jan Keiski, 
Bob McGown, Dareth Murray, Greg Rohde, Deborah 
Smith-Hirshmann, Matt Vartanian, Jeff Sponaugle, Ken 
Hose, Patton Echols, Larry Godsey 
Treasurer – Ginny:  $17,148 in our accounts. 
Programming – Matt:  Speaker still uncertain, will know 
status soon. 
Membership – Carol:  249 member families.  Approxi-
mately 180 member families have not yet renewed. 
Star Parties –Matt V:  2005 star party schedule 80% com-
plete, need to coordinate with Jim Todd’s schedule and 
reserve Hancock dates. 
Community Affairs:  nominal 
Sales – Sameer:  Sales had a very good month.  Exact 
amount not available. 
New Members – Carol:  Helped new member/student with 
astronomy related project. 
 
International Dark Sky Association – Bob:  Will bring new 
hardware to next meeting.  Met with various city person-
nel.  New issue is being raised with Mercury vapor lamps 
relating to the noise they emit and how it impacts wildlife. 
AL – Dale:  AL awaiting email info for new board mem-
bers. 
SIGs – Matt B: nominal 
Magazines – Margaret Campbell-McCrea: nominal 
Editor – Larry D: nominal 
Library – Jan: nominal 
YRCA – Jenny: nominal 
Webmaster – Dareth: Website migrated to Easystreet non-
profit server.  Now pay $105 and have more disk space. 
OMSI – Peter:  nominal 
Telescope Library – Greg Rohde:  discussed issues related 
to storage of scopes at OMSI. 
Copying – Deborah:  no appropriate replacement found 
yet.  Alternatives discussed. 
Phone line: - Bob McGown 
Observing Site committee: nominal 
SPECIAL NOTES: 
Carol states that current quorum is 9 voting members.  9 
voting members are in attendance. 

BOARD MEETING 
MINUTES 
November 1, 2004 
OMSI Classroom 1  
Matt Vartanian for 
Ken Cone 

RCA LIBRARY 
The Rose City Astronomers maintains 
a comprehensive club library of astron-
omy related articles, books, CD-ROMs 
and videos. These items can be bor-
rowed by members through checkout at 
the general meetings for a period of one 
month with renewals available by 
phone or e-mail to the club library di-
rector,  

Jan Keiski (jikeiski@comcast.net)  
503-539-4566 

Visit the RCA library web page at:  
 http://www.rca-omsi.org/library.htm 

Larry Godsey presents proposal that left over money from 
Hancock event, $223.75, be spent on astronomy equipment 
for the Hancock astronomy program rather than be sent 
directly to OMSI.  Equipment includes Tripod for 8” Ce-
lestron, Eyepiece Case, Power cord for Celestron scope, 
12mm Eyepiece.  Proposal approved by board. 
Peter moves and Dareth seconds a motion that Jeff Spo-
naugle be appointed to fill out Community Affairs VP po-
sition for remainder of year, and that he be nominated to 
run for Community Affairs VP position for 2005.  Motion 
carried. 
Carol moves and Dareth seconds a motion that Ken Hose 
be appointed to fill out Membership Director position for 
remainder of year, and that he be nominated to run for 
Membership Director for 2005.  Motion carried. 
Dareth moves and Peter seconds motion that Patton Echols 
be appointed as Media Director.  Motion carried. 
Slate of elected officers for 2005 
Carol Huston – President 
Ken Hose – VP of Membership 
Jeff Sponaugle – VP of Community Affairs 
Matt Brewster – VP of Programming 
Matt Vartanian – VP of Observing 
Ginny Pitts – Treasurer 
Ken Cone – Secretary 
Peter moves and Dale seconds motion to allocate $100 to 
Larry for reimbursement of expenditure for reinstatement 
of articles of incorporation.  Motion carried. 
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A SAMPLING OF TELESCOPES FOR THE AMATEUR ASTRONOMER—PART 3 
By John W. Siple 

One of Tasco’s more unusual telescopes, the #19T Observatory Self-Storing (REG. 
NO. 2350, D=60mm.  F=800mm., 320X) was sold from 1972-79.  Tasco telescopes of 
the 1960’s and 1970’s are rapidly becoming collector’s items as people realize the 
quality materials and superior optics used in their construction.  Montgomery Ward, a 
Chicago-based retail store chain founded in 1872 by “consumerist, environmentalist, 
and entrepreneur” Aaron Montgomery Ward, began carrying the #19T in October, 
1972 (list price $119.99) until it was dropped from their catalogue in 1976 (at $169).  
The telescope is described on page 617 of the Fall/Winter, 1972 catalogue as:  

“Revolutionary NEW design cuts set-up time by 2/3 and occupies less space 
when in use.  400-power refractor telescope has pedestal-type stand, which 
adjusts to 54”.  You can sit or stand.  Entire tele-scope can be stored inside 
the pedestal.  It’s all there when you want to set up fast…”  

The waning third quarter moon is a favorite target, where the 93 km. diameter crater 
Copernicus (a relatively “new” impact at less than a billion years old) and the 32 km. 
wide Kepler form a striking duo on the lunar surface. 

Tasco #19T Observatory—secondary market value $160-170. 

Unitron’s Model #140 3” f/16 (D=75mm. F=1200mm.) Alt-azimuth Refractor 
was first introduced to the astronomical community in April, 1953 for $265 and 
is far less common than the slightly smaller, heavily advertised 60mm. version.  
Revered by Unitron collectors because of its portability and craftsmanship, the 
#140 boasts 115 times the light-gathering power as the human eye and a resolv-
ing power of 1.5 seconds of arc.  Unitron objective lens 
quality is known to be excellent, and the 3” doublets have exceptionally smooth 
figures and color correction that rival those made from exotic ED glass.  The 
clarity of the glass provides for stunning views of star fields and even simple 
eyepiece designs, such as Huygens and Ramsdens, give satisfying views of the 
moon and planets.  The globular star clusters M10 and M12 in Ophiuchus along 
with M92 in Hercules are partially resolved into swarms of sparkling stars. 

Unitron 3” f/16 Alt-azimuth Model #140—secondary market value $900-1100.  An accessory rotary eyepiece selector called the 
Unihex is worth $140-160 by itself.  A rarer Duetron double-eyepiece viewer brings $225-300.  

Meade’s Starfinder DS-16 f/4.5 Equatorial Reflector (early 1982-present) is used by dedi-
cated amateur astronomers who like to look at “faint-fuzzies” (and it works great on bright 
Messier Objects, too).  The Meade 16” is one of the few large ingeniously designed non-
Dobsonians that can be effectively transported to a dark-sky site (many serious amateur as-
tronomers place them in home observatories).  Optically the huge 16” f/4.5 mirror performs 
flawlessly, where spiral structure is evident in numerous “face-on” galaxies such as M51 in 
Canes Venatici and M101 in Ursa Major.  Prominent “Rift Galaxies” (galaxies seen edge-on 
where the dark material in the spiral arms appears as a single dominant central bisecting lane 
or streak) representedby the “Sombrero Hat Galaxy” M104 in Virgo, NGC 891 in Andro-
meda, and NGC 4565 in Coma Berenices span majestically across the field of view of a 
Nagler 20mm. eyepiece. 

Meade DS-16 Starfinder—secondary market value $1600-1900 (shown with optional wooden cradle 
for tube rotation). 
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RCA CLUB INFORMATION 
Message Line: (503) 255-2016 

Web Site: http://www.rca-omsi.org 

The RCA General Meeting falls on the third Monday of each month.  We usually 
meet in the Auditorium at OMSI, next to the Murdock Planetarium.  Occasionally the 
meeting is held in Murdock Planetarium.  Check here each month for details, or look 
us up at the RCA web site (http://www.rca-omsi.org). 

January 2005____________ ____________________________ 
Jan 10 Mon RCA Board Meeting OMSI Classroom 1 7pm 
Jan 17 Mon RCA General Meeting OMSI Auditorium 7:30pm 
Jan 20 Thu Astrophysics/Cosmology SIG Linus Pauling House 7pm 
Jan 22 Sat Telescope Workshop Swan Island 10am—3pm 

 

December 2004____________ ____________________________ 
Dec 6 Mon RCA Board Meeting OMSI Classroom 1 7pm 
Dec 20 Mon RCA Holiday Potluck! OMSI Cafeteria 6:30pm 


